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Take the journey to Action City in Eternity. This online,
video slot game is for players who enjoy a variety of extras
while they play. Eternity features include the option to add
3,000 bonus spins to your game when the BAR symbol
appears on reels 2, 3, or 4. You can also activate the
feature known as Power Play, which multiplies winning
symbols by 100x the total bet placed. Eternities Free
Games feature lets players win up to 25 free spins. The
Petrosian online slot game offers players 5 reels and 243
ways to win. Based on the cultural and stylistic standards of
the Royal Family, this slot game has a royal backdrop
featuring a red carpet for the players. Players wager 0.05,
0.25, or 1.00 during each spin for up to 40 lines. Enjoy
betting on 20 win lines and up to 25 paylines per spin. The
symbols in this slot game include a golden retriever, a dog,
a panther, a lion, and a horse. The golden retriever is the
wild. Other symbols include a peacock, a ruby, and a
diamond. To earn a win, players need to land 3 of a kind of
symbols on the reels. This win means the player is almost
certain to land the maximum 243 ways to win. For those
that are set to play randomly and end up with a win, the
highest payout is 243x, which is a great payout. Our old
friend Cleopatra's Gold arrives to tempt players as one of
the best online slot games around. The slots main features
include a fantastic menu with fine detailed graphics, two
progressive jackpots, excellent RTP, and mobile
compatibility. The slot game presents players with a
fantastic life-size slot with a 49-payline reel set, and
Cleopatra's Gold is one of the most culturally accurate and
entertaining slots to play online. The 5 symbols on this slot
game are a 12th century map, a beautiful winged pharaoh,
a golden statue of the queen, a scarab beetle, and two
playing cards. Cleopatra's Gold offers a fantastic game free
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spins feature that players can trigger. Some examples
include 40 free spins, expanding the paylines from 5 to 25,
and a 5x multiplier. Cleopatra's Gold offers a stunning
progressive jackpot with 15 draws paying 10,000, 25 draw
paying 15,000, 50 draws paying 30,000, and 100 draws
paying 50,000. Cleopatra's Gold also offers a unique match
feature that allows players to match a card combination
that is located above the reel or the card itself, potentially
triggering the massive jackpots.
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Dresden will be a familiar site for those who have watched
the recent movies of the same name, but this video slot

game takes players on a journey to the site of the infamous
siege of the city in the film. Slotted players can hit the reels
of the 1933 dice game as a bonus and be rewarded with all

sorts of bonuses. The icon features in this game include
Stalingrad soldiers, a truck, an eternal flame, a church, a
cannon, a symbol of the Red Army, a symbol for culture,

and the legendary Death’s Head symbol. The bet range for
the game is between 0.05 to 10 credits, and this 5 reel, 9

payline game gives players the opportunity to win big
payouts of up to 1,000,000 credits. With its exciting

features, the game provides players with a great gameplay
experience. Once again, what better way to spend a long

winter than watching a great movie and slot machine?! Blue
Streak is a 5-reel, 25-payline slot with 12 different poker
tables. Like most poker video slot games, the aim of this

game is to bet on the poker tables and then get a winning
hand. Blue Streak has many exciting features, including 4

Bonus rounds, which are triggered by the poker tables. The
Bonus round can be accessed through the poker table
topper, which can be accessed by pressing the POKER

buttons. The POKER button toppers have the symbol Reel
Action, Poker Shootout, Multiplier Mania, and Quick Suits,
which all award players with exciting bonuses. This video

slot has been rated a 5-star game and is very popular
among Australian players. Blue Streak is one of the most

innovative slots around with tons of features for the players
to enjoy! 5ec8ef588b
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